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Bacteria Is Making You Ill, but It Doesn’t Have To

How Well Do You Know Mapping?

Mr. Yuk may be someone you’re familiar with.
He’s a green and black graphic image created by
the Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh and is widely used in the U.S. for
labeling substances that are poisonous if ingested. It’s a way to help
easily teach children what’s good for them and what could make
them sick.

14 SUPPLY AND DEMAND

What if the product that’s making you sick, though, is one you’ve
always trusted? What if that product is chicken, or even cucumbers,
in your refrigerator? Unfortunately, salmonella poisoning is a real
possibility in kitchens, restaurants, and even hospitals across the
country. It’s why graphic images and advertising campaigns aren’t
always the best ways to keep kids from ingesting something bad for
them. Sometimes you need a little help ensuring safety.
In the pages ahead you’ll read more about this topic as well as others
related to keeping your assets safe and your auditors happy.
Thanks for reading, and I hope you enjoy the May issue of Dickson
Insights.

JEFF RENOE | INSIGHTS EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

CUSTOMER
SUCCESS
Dickson isn't just on the road for
trade shows. We're also meeting
customers and watching as their
objectives get met. Read more
about our work with a New Yorkbased medical center on page 27.
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NOW ON DICKSONONE:

DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE

Customers have trusted our products for more than 90 years. In fact, they’re in use by more than 70% of
Fortune 100 companies today. As those customers’ needs change over time, so do our offerings. That’s
why we we’ve expanded our catalog to include diﬀerential pressure monitoring with a new sensor for
DicksonOne. Get data delivered to DicksonOne with programmable alerts via text, call, or email to let you
know when your pressure is out of control.

Speciﬁcations:
RSO80

RSO81

Both models include 2 feet of tubing.
DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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HOW WELL DO YOU KNOW MAPPING?
How accurately are you monitoring each of your critical points? Are you confidently prepared for your next
audit? Take this quiz and email your answers to Jeff@DicksonData.com for the correct answers, for more
information on mapping, and for A CHANCE TO WIN A FREE PILOT OF OUR DICKSONONE SYSTEM.

1. What information does temperature mapping provide?
A. Affirmation that the area is
controlled within the specified
temperature range
B. A clear picture of hot and cold
spots within the mapped area

C. Assurance that equipment
systems are operating correctly
and routine maintenance is
effective

6. Which of the following is the most common reason for a
warehouse to fail a temperature and humidity study?
A. The number of cooling units
or the capacity of the cooling
units may not be sufficient

C. Humidity may be higher
than the desired level
D. All of the above

D. All of the above

B. The ducts may not be in the
proper location

2. What does the common mapping acronym GMP stand for?
A. Good Mapping Practice(s)

C. Good Manufacturing Practice(s)

B. Good Monitoring Practices(s)

D. Good Maintenance Practice(s)

3. Which of the following is a reason you would need or want a
temperature mapping study performed?
A. A new facility is being built
B. A new HVAC system is being
installed

C. Median Potential Temperature

B. Mean Kinetic Temperature

D. Mean Potential Temperature

8. According to the World Health Organization’s mapping
guidelines, it is suggested that during a temperature mapping
study loggers be placed how many meters apart?

D. All of the above

A. 1-5

C. 10-15

B. 5-10

D. 15-20

C. Elemental drawing of each area

9. World Health Organization recommends the use of a three
point calibration with a guaranteed error rate of no more than:

D. None of the above

A. 0.5°C

C. 1.5°C

B. Location of heating and cooling
components

B. 1.0°C

D. 2.0°C

5. True or False, a temperature mapping study includes a
temperature qualification study, but not vice versa.

10. True or False: Dickson wants to keep your business fully
compliant while protecting sensitive products with our
temperature mapping services.

A. True
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A. Median Kinetic Temperature

C. The facility has had a winter
mapping study but not a summer
mapping study

4. When conducting an initial survey, which of the following
information is NOT required for each area being mapped?
A. Length, width and height
dimensions

7. What is the name of the calculated fixed temperature that
simulates the effects of temperature variations over a period of
time?

B. False

A. True

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219

B. False

DicksonOne isn’t just
a monitoring system.

It’s a spend-more-time-with-patients,
avoid-audit-findings, and cover-yourassets system.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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Let’s face it. Life isn’t one size fits all.
Your system shouldn’t be either.
Most companies don’t have it easy when it comes to monitoring. There isn’t a single floor or
work space that needs to be watched, but often several points across an entire facility, including
cold storage, chambers, manufacturing floors, and even warehousing space. Ongoing excursions
at any point of the chain can mean lost product, fines from a failed audit, or even a lost contract.
That doesn’t just put your company at risk. It puts you and your employees at risk, too.
In the past, simply recording temperature and humidity data was enough to get the job done.
Today, though, it isn’t about the little black box recording the data, but about what you’re able to
do with the data once you have it. In an analytical world, every point of data can matter. Knowing
all of your company’s nuances through cloud-based monitoring and data collection can give
you the confidence you need for total compliance and the accompanying peace of mind.

Meet Pam.

Hi, I’m Pam and I’m the Director of Product Quality at a midsize pharmaceutical
manufacturer. My background is in product development, but I was told I got my job
because I bring credibility to the audit process. It’s a big part of my job, but not the only
part of my job. I have two main goals I’m looking to meet every day at work.
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Goal #1

Goal #2

Meet Quality Audits

Limit Degradation of Product Quality

Pass audits
Reduce fines
Secure new contracts

Save money
Reduce spoilage
Better quality products for clients

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219

Reporting in real time, on your time.

Device

Tabular

Get graphical data for relevant devices across
a custom time period. Report includes alarms,
conditions, alarm durations, and any comments
made to each excursion.

See data for every device and every channel in
a report that is ready to pivot so you can quickly
digest and segment your data to meet all of your
analytical needs.

Channel

Calibration

See data for all of your sensors by channel. See
temperature data readings, including their mean
kinetic temperature, and the relative humidity in
one quick, easy-to-view Excel document.

Get everything you need to meet annual
calibration requirements including device
location, serial numbers, calibration intervals,
and due dates in a single report.

Having device-based reports scheduled to deliver to my inbox every Monday morning
means I can be ahead of the curve when it comes to recognizing any issues within our
facilities, and helps me keep any of our product from spoiling.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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Don’t be alarmed. We’ll let you know
when there’s reason to worry.
Real-time notifications are one of the keystone capabilities of the DicksonOne system. In many
cases, a few minutes outside of the proper conditions can mean the loss of valuable inventory.
With multiple notification methods, you can ensure the right people are up-to-date with any
excursion with time to act before something spoils.

Choose from three
types of alarms:

Alarm notification types:

EMAIL

TEXT MESSAGE

PHONE CALL

AUDIBLE

HIGH/LOW
Get notified when the
temperature or humidity
passes critical thresholds

NOT REPORTING
Get notified when the system
hasn’t received data from
your logger due to an outage

Mix and match not only the type of
notification, but also choose more than one
alarm condition and different recipients.
Customizable alarm delays
allow you to cut down on
nuisance notifications

Receive a notification
when a condition begins
AND ends

PROBE DISCONNECTED
Get notified when the
sensor has been removed
from the device

Looking for something more advanced? Utilize the DicksonOne
API or an electronic relay to integrate with building management
systems (BMS), stack lights and sirens, or other applications.

It’s nice to be able to go home for the weekend and not stress about what’s going on
at work. With text-based notifications, I can leave work at work and know I’ll be alerted
should anything need to be addressed on a Saturday.
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Every company is different.
Your alarms and notifications should be too.
Alarm escalations enable users to control what notifications
are sent at what phase of an excursion.

Use escalations to:

Continue to be notified as
long as an alarm condition
is met

Notify a coworker, backup,
or manager in case you can’t
get to it

Loop in other departments
like IT or Facilities if the
condition requires their help

I don’t need to know of every excursion when it happens, I just need to know if it hasn’t
been addressed. DicksonOne’s escalation policy means area employees can manage any
problems that occur during the day, and, if not, I can be notified to care for it myself.

Do you have a lot of critical monitoring points
or are you a part of a larger organization?
Utilize alarm templates, escalation policies, and role-based alarms
to simplify and reduce repetitive work.

TEMPLATES

POLICIES

ROLE-BASED ALARMS

Apply an alarm condition
and corresponding
notifications to multiple
devices and channels at
one time.

Conveniently create, edit,
and manage all alarm
notifications and recipients
for all locations in one
centralized place.

Point alarm notifications
to a role rather than a
specific individual, allowing
each user to manage their
own notifications.

DicksonOne is for monitoring systems of any size. Whether you’re monitoring a single fridge or chambers
around the world, all of your data ends up in a single, online platform. Talk to us about how we can help your
organization streamline critical monitoring.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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The Touchscreen

Your data. Only a touch away.
The Touchscreen gives you the option to connect directly to DicksonOne. Just connect your device to your
local WiFi network or plug it into an Ethernet port, log into DicksonOne and, boom, complete data control.

The Graph

Monitoring

Channels

Settings

We updated the userinterface, and made it easy to
view and manage your data.

Pushing the play button brings you
back to the most recent readings,
updating the view in real-time.

The touchscreen automatically
calculates and updates summary
data for the selected time range.

Easily adjust sample rates,
set alarms, and connect to
DicksonOne.

Dickson’s Touchscreens may not be for everyone, but our auditors love them. They show
that we’re monitoring and that we’ve been doing it for months. It’s comforting to be able
to locally prove our process is in place.

Recalibrate in less than a minute.
With Dickson’s Replaceable Sensor System, you can recalibrate any DicksonOne device on the ﬂy without
the need of replacing devices. You can just order a newly calibrated sensor, receive it in the mail, and plug it
into the unit in a motion that’s as simple as swapping batteries in a television remote.

Starting at $110, you can select the sensor that’s right for your application:

Single or Dual
K-Thermocouple
Temperature Sensor
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Platinum RTD
Temperature Sensor

Single or Dual
Temperature Thermistor
Sensor with buffer
solution
DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219

Differential Pressure
Sensor

Ambient Temperature or
Temperature & Humidity
Sensor

Designed
with your
needs in
mind.
DWE

TWE

TWP

2

4

4

DICKSONONE ENABLED
WIFI/ETHERNET
REPLACEABLE
SENSOR CHANNELS
RELAYS
VIEW HISTORICAL DATA AT
THE POINT OF MONITORING
POWER OVER ETHERNET

w/ Adapter

SCREEN SPECS

Segmented Display

8” LCD Touchscreen

8” LCD Touchscreen

BACKUP BATTERY

1 Week

70 Hours

70 Hours

BACKUP STORAGE

400,000 Points

1,000,000 Points

1,000,000 Points

$350

$524

$599

STARTING
PRICE

Subscriptions
DicksonOne devices send data to the cloud automatically, freeing up resources to do what they do best.

PER DEVICE BILLING!
(Per device, per month. Credit card required.)

Whether you have one device or 100 devices, Dickson offers
Gold Level Technical Support to all users. Talk to a specialist at
630.563.4219 or email us at support@dicksonone.com.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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VALIDATION

MEANS MINDING
YOUR P’S AND Q’S
If you’re in the quality assurance business like us, validation is a term you hear every day. “Validation”
falls under the umbrella of terms businesses use to discuss the quality of their product, facility, or
service. For those not well-versed in the world of quality assurance, hearing ”validation” can send
you running to hide under your desk. Luckily, Dickson offers validation services for our DicksonOne
and DicksonWare software customers, also including temperature controlled equipment such as
refrigerators, stability chambers, freezers, walk-in chambers, and much more.

For Every Q There’s an A:

12

IQ

OQ

PQ

INSTALLATION
QUALIFICATION

OPERATIONAL
QUALIFICATION

PERFORMANCE
QUALIFICATION

TESTS

TESTS

TESTS

VERIFICATION OF CORRECT
EQUIPMENT OPERATION

VERIFICATION OF CORRECT
EQUIPMENT OPERATION

VERIFICATION OF CORRECT
EQUIPMENT OPERATION

ENSURES

ENSURES

ENSURES

CORRECT OPERATION OF
SYSTEM PER SPECS

CORRECT OPERATION OF
SYSTEM PER SPECS

CORRECT OPERATION OF
SYSTEM PER SPECS

ESTABLISHES

VERIFIES

VERIFIES

A BASELINE FOR EQUIPMENT

SYSTEM MEETS CLAIMS
FROM PARAMETERS

SYSTEM MEETS CUSTOMER’S
INTENDED PURPOSE

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219

REPLACEABLE
SENSORS TURN
DOWNTIME
INTO GO-TIME
Calibrating devices can be an arduous process. You have to take them out of service, put a backup unit
in place, mail it in, wait for it to be calibrated, wait for it to be shipped back, receive it, unpack it, replace
the unit in its usual spot, and then pack the backup away until it’s time to calibrate again in the future.
Thanks to replaceable sensors you can calibrate the sensor, apart from the device.

Swap your sensors in less than a minute:
1

2

3

72.5
72.5
72.572.5

4

72.5
72.5
72.572.5

72.5
72.5
72.572.5

ZERO DOWN TIME

FAST & EFFICIENT

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219

COST-EFFECTIVE
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Why a Hamstrung Supply Chain is Bad News for Healthcare

S

INCE FLU SEASON MONITORING BEGAN ON
OCTOBER 1, the CDC reports that roughly
60,000 people have tested positive for
influenza. The hospitalization rate is currently
at 22.7 people per 100,000 U.S. residents. Flu season
in the U.S. typically peaks in February, and this year’s
outbreak is already one of the worst on record.
Hospitals in some areas around the United States
are operating at or above capacity due to the large
amount of flu cases. Treatment for these patients is
proving to be difficult due to the fact that most of the
IV saline bags used in common medical treatments
are made in Puerto Rico, which is still recovering
from the destruction of Hurricane Maria. Because
of this, many of the hospitals are running low on
saline, causing staff to resort to time-consuming, and
potentially dangerous, treatments of patients.
The IV saline shortage is unlikely to cause any
chaotic breakdown of medical treatments. However,
the shortage does expose a dangerous flaw in
the medical supply chains. Many different types
of important medical equipment and medicines
either come from one location or rely on a single
producer. This means the system can be broken in
one of two ways: an unexpected rise in demand or an
unexpected delay. In the case of the IV saline, both
occurred at the same time.
FOR THE MEDICAL INDUSTRY, approximately 80% of
all pharmaceuticals used by Americans are produced
overseas. The majority of this production takes place
in China and India. 43% of saline in the U.S. comes
from Puerto Rico. The rapid transportation of goods
allows for arrival shortly before the supplies run out,
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By Rachel Kellett

rather than arriving in larger shipments and creating a
stockpile. However, if smaller shipments are delayed,
the risks could be life-threatening.
Unfortunately, this shortage is likely to happen again,
with any number of supplies. Consider this example—
what if a pandemic disease severely affected China or
India, where large shares of medicines come from?
The beginning of the supply chain could be knocked
out or slowed, leaving the rest of the world vulnerable
to the spread of disease. Or, what If the spread of
the disease is intentional, as in cases of bioterrorism
or biowarfare? Groups could target global supplies
of crucial treatments causing extreme chaos and a
deadly situation. It’s an uncomfortable thought, but
not an altogether unfair one.
WHILE THE IV SALINE SUPPLY IS SLOWLY
RECOVERING, it doesn’t mean we are in the clear.
What if next time vaccines aren’t delivered or critical
antibiotics aren’t available to treat infections? It is
time to look at our medical global supply chains and
see how improvements could be made. Otherwise,
we could be setting ourselves up for a disaster. D
If you’d like to learn more about how Dickson can help
you monitor your supply chain visit DicksonData.com/
industries/3PL or call us to discuss your next monitoring
system at (630) 563-4202. For a list of sources visit
DicksonData.com/Blog.
Have something personal you’d like to add to the
conversation? Send your thoughts to jeff@dicksondata.com
for a chance to be featured in a future blog or magazine.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219

IN 2017

$10,604,000

JAPAN WAS THE GLOBAL LEADER IN
PHARMACEUTICAL EXPORT RANKINGS

WORTH OF PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS WAS IMPORTED BY THE US
IN 2017

43%
OF SALINE IN THE
U.S. COMES FROM
PUERTO RICO

25%

MOST
PHARMACEUTICAL
PRODUCTION TAKES PLACE
IN CHINA AND INDIA

OF TOTAL US IMPORTS
CAME FROM PUERTO
RICO IN 2016

50%
OF CLINICAL THERMOMETERS AND

13%
OF SYRINGES AND RESPIRATORS
IMPORTED BY THE US COME FROM CHINA

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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IF ACCURACY
ISN’T
NEGOTIABLE,
CALIBRATION
ISN’T EITHER.
When strict environmental conditions are required, it’s important to have proof that they’ve
been maintained. While a device may record the data, it’s the calibration that proves its
validity. While every sensor that leaves Dickson is made to be accurate, a certificate of
calibration will stand up to audit. It’ll help protect you from a 483, or any other penalty involved
with your industry’s regulatory governing body.

Choose from the following certiﬁcations:
3-POINT NIST

1-POINT NIST
•

One specific temperature point
(middle) calibration

•

Three-point (high, middle, and low)
temperature point calibration

•

Good if your temperature varies little

•

Grants a larger proof of accuracy

•

Choice to specify the temperature
point to best reflect your application

•

Choice to specify the temperature
points to best reflect your application

Need help? Let us be your calibration experts. | 630.563.4219 | support@dicksondata.com
16
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MEET YOUR
MATCH.

We’ve taken the best features from our bestselling data loggers and turned them into a single, powerful
device. Using Dickson’s Replaceable Sensors, the DSB Display Logger collects all of the temperature
and humidity data you’re accustomed to. You can learn more about Replaceable Sensors on page 13.

UP TO 2X THE
BATTERY LIFE

COMPACT
DESIGN

REPLACEABLE
SENSORS

UPDATED
DICKSONWARE

Starting at $199. Visit DicksonData.com/DSB for more info.

You’ll love Legacy Uploader
View, analyze and export your data in a 21CFR11 compliant environment.
Want to share your data with others throughout the company? Now you
can manually upload all of your downloaded data to the DicksonOne
Cloud thanks to our new Legacy Uploader tool. For details, visit
DicksonData.com/Uploader.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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DICKSON’S TURNKEY

INSTALLATION

MEANS SAVING TIME
ON YOUR TIME.
Let’s face it. Time is one of our most valuable resources, and usually you don’t have enough of it. That’s
why we offer installation. We want to help you get some of it back. That means if time really does equal
money, then working with Dickson is like putting money in the bank.

Installation Options:

SELF
Easily install DicksonOne
units on your own.
By following along with our
installation guide, it should take
just a few minutes for each
device in your system to be in
“set it and forget it” mode.

TURNKEY
Sit back and we’ll take
care of everything.
We’ll install the devices and
set up the software on your
behalf, and you’ll have the
peace of mind in knowing
it’s all been done right.

HYBRID
Let us help you with
some of the heavy lifting.
Your team installs the units and
we help manage the software’s
implementation, including
user-invitations, alarms, location
setup, permissions and more.

Let’s talk.
Is your company ready for a quotation or need more information? Contact a specialist today at 630.563.4219.
18
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PRODUCT
OVERVIEW
Data Loggers
Data loggers are cost-effective solutions for
monitoring any required area’s temperature or
humidity. Our full line of data loggers come in a variety
of shapes and sizes to meet your needs, and include
the important features your application requires:
•
•
•

High resolution digital displays for viewing
measurements in real time
Audible and visual alarms for excursion alerts
Flash memory for easily downloading and storing data

Touchscreens
Our most advanced line of data loggers, our
touchscreens are as easy to use as your personal
tablet or smartphone. The devices feature
customizable views, alarms, and more. Features
include:
•
•
•
•

LCD touchscreen with pinch, swipe, and zoom
DicksonOne cloud computing and storage
Power over Ethernet
Phone, Email, and Text Alarms

Chart Recorders
We don’t just build chart recorders. They’re our
legacy. We’ve worked to perfect the devices for use
in situations where wireless or digital monitoring
isn’t possible. That’s why, as regulations continue to
change and make these devices obsolete for many
of our customers, we keep building and innovating
them. With a variety of sizes, applications, and now
replaceable sensors, chances are we have a solution
that meets all of your non-digital needs.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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DATA LOGGERS
For data loggers, temperature and humidity measurements and dates and times are stored as data.
That data is stored in the device for later download (via software) onto a computer, or sent to a cloud
application or server for remote access.

INDICATORS
$49

MM120 Vaccine Alarm Thermometer
1-Probe Vaccine Alarm Thermometer. Battery Powered.
Temperature Range: -50°F to 122°F (-50°C to 50°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from 0° to 122°F (±1°C from -18°C to 50°C)

MM125 Vaccine Alarm Thermometer
1-Probe Vaccine Alarm Thermometer. Battery Powered.
Temperature Range: -58°F to 122°F (-50 to 50°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from 0° to 120°F (±1°C from -18°C to 49°C)

$59
MM122

MM120

$60

D182 Infrared Thermometer
Non-Contact Infrared Thermometer.
Lightweight, Easy-Grip Design. Battery Powered.
Temperature Range: -58°F to 986°F (-50°C to 530°C)

D186 Infrared Thermometer
Non-Contact Infrared Thermometer.
Lightweight, Easy-Grip Design. Battery Powered.
Temperature Range: -67°F to 536°F (-55 to 280°C)
Accuracy: ±1°F from 32°F to 150°F (±0.6C from 0 to 66°C)

$149
D186

D182

$299

TC700 Touchscreen Handheld Indicator
Instant temperature data.
No-Slip Silicone Cover. Battery Powered.
Temperature Range: -200°F to 1999°F (-128°C to 1093°C)

$299

TH700 Touchscreen Handheld Indicator
Instant Temperature/Humidity Data.
No-Slip Silicone Cover. Battery Powered.
Temperature Range: -40°F to 185°F, (-40°C to 85°C)
Humidity Range: 0 to 95% RH (non-condensing)

TC700

TH700

HIGH TEMPERATURE
$349

HT300 Waterproof, High Temperature Data Logger
HACCP and FDA Compliant. USB Download. IP68 Rating.
Temperature Range: -40°F to 257°F, -40°C to 125°C
1 & 3 Point Calibration options available.

$349

HT350 High Temperature Process Logger
HACCP Approved. K-Thermocouple Probe, USB Download.
Temperature Range: -40°F to 257°F (-40 to 125°C)
1 & 3 Point Calibration options available.

HT350
HT300

VOLTAGE
ES120 Voltage Data Logger

$249

0-20 mA or 0-5V Voltage Data Logger
5-Year Battery Life. 32,000 Data Point Storage.

ES120

20
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TOUCHSCREEN
STARTING AT

TSB Touchscreen - USB

$424

Ambient Operating Temperature Conditions: 14°F to 140°F (-10°C to 60°C)
Battery Backup: 70 Hours
Battery Type: Rechargeable Backup Battery
Data Capacity: Approx 1,000,000 sample points (backup)
Dimensions: 8.5 x 1.75 x 7” (21 x 4.5 x 18cm)
Display Dimensions: 8” Diagonal
Display Type: LCD Touchscreen
Sensor Type: Replaceable Sensor(s)
TSB

COMPACT
$119

SP125 Temperature Data Logger
Range: -10°F to 176°F (-23°C to 80°C)
Accuracy: ±-1.2°F from -10°F to 176F (±-0.7°C from -23°C to 80°C)

$199

TP125 Temperature & Humidity Logger
Range: -10°F to 176°F (-23°C to 80°C)
Accuracy: ±0.8°F from 20°F to 120°F (±0.44°C from -7°C to 49°C)
Humidity: ±2% RH from 0 to 60%; ±3% RH from 60 to 95%

$699

SK550 Compact Temperature Data Logger

SP125

Coin-Sized Temperature Logger Pack of 12
Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -4°F to 158°F (±1°C from -20°C to 70°C)

$999

TK550 Compact Temperature & Humidity Logger
Coin-Sized Temperature & Humidity Logger Pack of 12
Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±1.8°F from -4°F to 158°F (±1°C from -20°C to 70°C)
Humidity: ±2% RH from 0 to 60%; ±3% RH from 60 to 95%

TK550

DISPLAY
$159

SP425 Display Temperature Data Logger
Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±1.2°F from -4°F to 158°F (±0.7°C from -20°C to 70°C)

$249

TP425 Display Temperature & Humidity Logger
Range: -4°F to 158°F (-20°C to 70°C)
Accuracy: ±0.8°F from 20°F to 120°F (±0.44°C from -6°C to 48°C)
Humidity: ±2% RH from 0 to 60%; ±3% RH from 60 to 95%

TP425

STARTING AT

DSB Display Temperature & Humidity Logger
Fully redesigned, the DSB incorporates features from our best selling
devices into non-connected units. With the logger, it’s easy to
collect temperature and humdity data from Dickson’s replaceable
sensors.
•
•
•
•

SP425

$199
See page 17
for more on
the DSB.

USB enabled for fast downloading with Legacy Uploader
Easy-to-use interface
Audio and Visual alarms
Compatible with Replaceable Sensors
DSB

DICKSONWARE
Why go digital? That’s easy.
DicksonWare now allows you to store and share data easily with others in your organization
by uploading it to our cloud-based environmental monitoring system, DicksonOne. For more
information, visit DicksonData.com/Dicksonware.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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CHART RECORDERS
Want a physical readout right where you are monitoring? Our chart recorders have you covered.
For 90 years we’ve built the best chart recorders in the business. Check out our models below.

8” Models
TEMPERATURE
KT8P0

$436

8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable
Sensor and Battery Operation

KT8P2

$489

8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable
Sensor, AC Power (Battery Back-Up), and Display

KT8P3

$594

8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable
Sensor, AC Power (Battery Back-Up), Display, and Alarm

KT856

$759

8” (203mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable
Sensor, AC Power (Battery Back-Up), Display, Alarm, and Relays

TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY
TH8P0

$509

8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart
Recorder with Battery Operation and Replaceable Sensor

TH8P2

$594

8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart
Recorder with Display and Replaceable Sensor

TH8P3

$709

8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart
Recorder with Display, Alarm, and Replaceable Sensor

TH8P5

$759

8” (203mm) High-Resolution Temperature & Humidity Chart
Recorder with Display, Alarm, Relays, and Replaceable Sensor

PRESSURE
PW860

$654

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-100 PSI, 7-Day

PW861

$654

PW864

$654

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-100 PSI, 24-Hr
8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-200 PSI, 7-Day

PW865

$654

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-200 PSI, 24-Hr

PW866

$654

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-300 PSI, 7-Day

PW867

$654

PW875

$779

8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-300 PSI, 24-Hr
8” (203mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-1000 PSI, 24-Hr
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6” Models
TEMPERATURE
KT6P1

$384

6” (152mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Replaceable Sensors

KT6P2

$489

6” (152mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Probe, Display,
and Replaceable Sensors

KT6P5

$624

6” (152mm) Temperature Chart Recorder with Probe, Display,
Alarms, Relay, and Replaceable Sensors

TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY
TH6P1

$509

6” (152mm) Temperature & Humidity Chart Recorder with
AC Power/Battery Backup and Replaceable Sensors

4” Models
TEMPERATURE
SL4100

$249

4” (101mm) Portable, Battery Operated Temperature (-18 to 37C)
Chart Recorder with Display

SL4350

$249

4” (101mm) Portable, Battery Operated Temperature (-30 to 50C)
Chart Recorder with Display

PRESSURE
PW470

$469

4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-100 PSI, 7-Day or 24-Hr

PW474

$469

4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-200 PSI, 7-Day or 24-Hr

PW476

$469

4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-300 PSI, 7-Day or 24-Hr

PW479

$469

4” (101mm) Pressure Chart Recorder, 0-500 PSI, 24-Hr

3” Models
TEMPERATURE
SC367

$249

3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, -14°F to 32°F (-25°C to 0°C)

SC377

$249

3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 4°F to 50°F (-15°C to 10°C)

SC386

$249

3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 22°F to 68°F (-5°C to 20°C)

SC387

$249

3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 50°F to 96°F (10°C to 35°C)

SC397

$249

3” (76mm) Temperature Chart Recorder, 76°F to 122°F (25°C to 50°C)

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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ENVIRONMENTAL

MAPPING THAT
NAVIGATES
FROM START
TO FINISH.

When it comes to getting work done, you want to get it done right and as quickly as possible. That’s
why, as temperature mapping is becoming more of a necessity for our customers even while their
resources are diminishing, our services team is here for you. It means you can spend more time
focusing on business and less time worried about how to get from A to B. It means that, with Dickson,
you can cross the finish line without even running the race.

Contact a specialist today at (630) 563-4219.

How it works:

CREATE A PLAN
OF ATTACK

MEET AUDIT
REQUIREMENTS

DICKSON-CALIBRATED
DEVICES

ENVIRONMENTAL
INVESTIGATION

COMPLIANT TO
REGULATORY BOARDS

We evaluate and
decide where to
place devices for a
successful mapping.

Avoid surprises and
rely on our experts to
create reports that are
defendable in an audit.

No 3rd party vendors
here. Dickson
calibration saves you
time and headaches.

We’re here to digest,
analyze, and help
you understand your
facility and its data.

We follow guidelines
provided by the World
Health Organization
and ISPE.
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Why There’s Plenty of Reasons
to Cry Over Sp(o)illed Milk
By Jeff Renoe

B

ABIES ARE THE DOORWAY TO IMMORTALITY.
I know that sounds crazy, but from a genetic
sense, it’s true. Procreation allows us to
pass down pieces of ourselves to the next
generation. Even if we won’t be around to see what
comes of the next 500 years, parts of our genetic code
has the chance to. As long as procreation continues,
a part of us, no matter how small, will forever live on.
That may be a big part of the reason why the protection
of our children is such a major part of a parent’s life.
Parents often spend as much time, money, and other
various resources into their kids throughout the course
of their lives, as anything else. So much so, in fact, that
the U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates the cost
of raising a child from birth to adulthood (age 18) is
more than $300,000 dollars for an average middleincome family.
That all may be why parents throughout Europe, Asia,
and Africa are up in arms over the product recall in
February involving 7,000 tons, or the equivalent weight
of 40 average homes in the United States, of baby
formula. Any product recall related to children is scary,
but when that recall involves the potential ingestion
of bacteria as harmful as salmonella, fright easily, and
quickly, turns to panic.

THE TERM SALMONELLA refers
to a group of bacteria that
cause Salmonella infection, or
salmonellosis, in the intestinal
tract. It can cause Typhoid fever,
food poisoning, gastroenteritis,
enteric fever, and other illnesses
that are harmful to your health.
The bacteria’s transmission is often
linked to contaminated water or
foods, especially meat, poultry, and
eggs.
Cross contamination when raw meat
somehow comes into contact with food that does
not require further cooking can also cause transmission.
It could happen as simply as prepping meat and then
not using a clean cutting surface to prep vegetables.
It’s how items like cucumbers can cause a massive
outbreak across the country.
Symptoms of infection could include abdominal
cramps, diarrhea, and vomiting, which tend to appear
12 to 72 hours after infection. While most people
recover in less than a week without treatment, some
with severe reactions can require hospital treatment.
As an example of the seriousness of infection to
children, a multi-state outbreak of Salmonella in
2017 affected at least 33 people in 13 states. 16 of the
infected patients were hospitalized. 12 of whom were
under five years of age.
Statistics suggest cases of poisoning increase in late
summer. It has been theorized that this is caused by
warmer outdoor weather that leads to a more rapid
growth of bacteria, and a greater likelihood of the
consumption of undercooked food because of things
like barbecues.
THE FORMULA RECALLED IN THE FEBRUARY SCARE
was linked to powdered infant milk. Unfortunately, this
type of formula is not sterile and may be intrinsically
contaminated with pathogens, such as Salmonella
enterica, that can cause serious illness in infants. A
2008 research study published in Clinical Infectious
Diseases discussed six separate outbreaks of salmonella
infection in infants that have been linked to powdered
milk. Unfortunately though, blaming the manufacturer
isn’t always the right course.

DicksonData.com | 630.563.4219
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“Epidemiologic studies of 30 cases of Salmonella
infection in infants in Korea in 2000 concluded that the
infections were a result of sporadic contamination of 1
particular brand of PIF (Powdered Infant Formula) that
was consumed by all of the sick infants [23]. However,
it was not possible to determine whether the PIF was
contaminated during manufacture or after opening of
the package for consumption, because the organism
was only found in an opened package of formula. This
highlighted the potential for contamination of PIF by
the end user. Similarly, the investigation of an outbreak
of infection due to Salmonella Saintpaul in a children’s
hospital in the United States in 2001 suggested that the
source was formula prepared in the hospital’s formula
preparation room; however, it was not possible
to determine whether the source was the PIF, the
preparation utensils, or the environment. In addition
to implicating formula, this outbreak underlines the
potential of reconstituted PIF to be a
vehicle for salmonellae, even in cases
in which the PIF is not the source of
the organism.”
While the current outbreak has been
found in sealed packages of the PIF,
examples above suggest that cross
contamination within the formula is a
possibility. It’s why proper care should
always be taken to understand the
environment of any room where prep
is done, any refrigerator where food
is stored, and any oven where food is
heated. Based on the above evidence,
failing to do so can put your business
at risk of causing a widespread illness
in those who’ve entrusted you to care
for them.

DICKSONONE IS OUR CLOUD-BASED MONITORING
PLATFORM and devices like our cloud-enabled data
loggers and touchscreens allow you to access it. Once
the system is in place you can set up real time alarm
capabilities to let you know if any of your monitored
points are putting the health and safety of your
customers at risk. A study in Food Microbiol discusses
the importance of proper food storage temperatures
as shown in an experience related to
melons that were purposefully exposed
to salmonella.

"ONGOING
EXCURSIONS
AT ANY POINT
OF THE
CHAIN CAN
MEAN LOST
PRODUCT,
FINES FROM
A FAILED
AUDIT, OR
EVEN A LOST
CONTRACT. "

ONE OF THE WAYS THIS CAN BE
DONE is with cloud-based temperature monitoring.
Most companies don’t have it easy when it comes
to monitoring. There isn’t just a single refrigerator
or workspace that needs to be watched, but often
several points across an entire facility including cold
storage, chambers, manufacturing floors, and even
warehousing space. Ongoing excursions, at any point
of the chain, can mean lost product, fines from a
failed audit, or even a lost contract. Examples like the
ones above can mean painful litigation because of the
negative impact that failure to monitor can put on the
public. That doesn’t just put your company at risk. It
puts you and your employees at risk too.
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In the past, simply recording data was enough to
get the job done. Today, though, it isn’t about the
little black box recording the data, but about what
you’re able to do with the data once you have it. In
an analytical world, every point of data can matter.
Knowing all of your company’s nuances through cloud
based monitoring and data collection can give you
the confidence you need for total compliance and the
accompanying peace of mind.

“Holding freshly prepared, contaminated
fresh-cut melon pieces at 22°C for 3h or
more prior to refrigerated storage would
increase the chances of Salmonella
proliferation, especially if the fresh-cut
melons were subsequently stored at an
abusive temperature.”

The mobile alerts that customers
receive, should any storage area
become abusive in temperature, can
help employees ensure that risk is
minimized. If the problem can’t be fixed
quickly enough, the system provides an
audit trail so you know what is or isn’t at
risk during a fixed time period. It means
you can definitively know what’s spoiled
outside of a food’s safe zone, taking any guesswork
out of what can or cannot be saved. That can be the
difference between a long successful career and being
shown the door. In other words, DicksonOne may not
open the door to immortality, but it does open the door
to job security. There are few things in our professional
careers more important than that. D

Have something personal you’d like to add to the
conversation? Send us your thoughts to jeff@dicksondata.
com for a chance to be featured in a future blog or magazine.
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when every point matters

A DICKSON CUSTOMER

SUCCESS STORY
A medical center in New York needed to meet its
state's compliance for the Vaccines for Children
program in order to reduce vaccine loss. This became
an issue when an on-site refrigerator that stored VFC
vaccines went down during non-business hours while no
one was on-site. Upon arriving the following morning,
the faulty refrigerator was discovered.
Because there were insufficient records to document
the excursion, all of the vaccines in that
refrigerator had to be thrown out. This resulted
in thousands of dollars of loss and required the
replacement of the vaccines, thus delaying when
patients could receive them.
To help address their problems, Dickson provided the
Medical Center with DicksonOne, a remote monitoring
and logging system that sends out texts, emails, and
phone calls in the event of future excursions. When a
refrigerator went down a few months later, the staff
was notified of the excursion with a phone call and
records were maintained. Because DicksonOne allowed
them to provide documented safety for more than
$130,000 worth of assets spread across 22 fridges
at any given time, they were able to prove that the
vaccines were stored properly and still viable for
patient use.
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TRUST THE

MAPPING EXPERTS
Navigating Industry compliance can feel like walking on
a tightrope. Dickson’s service team can help simplify the
process to make navigation simple. Our mapping studies
can give you the insight you need to understand every
point that needs monitoring, and can save your team
more than 200 hours of work.

Connect
Dickson

Like
Dickson

See page 24 for more on our mapping offerings or call
630.563.4219 to set up a consultation with our experts.

DOWNLOAD OUR MAPPING GUIDE TODAY!

Follow
@dicksondata

Visit DicksonData.com/Mapping to get your FREE
copy of Dickson's Mapping Guide, created by our
mapping experts.
Subscribe
DicksonData
All prices are subject to change without notice. In the event of a printing error, Dickson reserves
the right to change the correct price. All shipments ship 2nd day unless otherwise requested.

